
HIGH CARD FLUSH
High card flush is a poker-based game that allows 
you to compete against the dealer as well as bonus 
pay tables.

Each player and the dealer will receive seven cards. 
The object of the game is to play the most cards of the 
same suit against the dealer. The more cards in your 
flush the more you can raise! You may fold or bet one 
to three times your ante depending on the number 
of cards in your flush. If you receive a two, three or 
four card flush, and wish to play your hand, you must 
make a raise that is equal to your ante. With a five card 
flush you can raise 2 times your ante and with a six or 
seven card flush you can raise 3 times your ante. The 
dealer will qualify with a three card flush, nine high. If 
the dealer does not qualify, ante is paid 1 to 1 and all 
raises push.

Prior to placing a raise wager, players are required to 
discard any cards not included in the flush with the 
most cards. Discards are placed face down on the 
table in the area adjacent to the straight flush wager 
spot, with one exception. Players who are discarding 
a straight flush and have placed a straight flush wager 
are required to discard their cards face up in the area 
adjacent to the straight flush wager. This is to alert the 
dealer to their winning straight flush wager. Players 
then place their cards with the flush containing the 
most cards face down on the raise wager spot and 
place their raise wager on the cards. Additionally, if 
a player chooses to fold their hand prior to placing a 
raise wager but would still like to be paid for a straight 
flush wager, the player must discard their cards face 
up on the table. There is no recourse for players who 
discard the wrong cards.

FLUSH BONUS
An optional bonus wager, not played against the 
dealer’s hand, which will pay players according to the 
pay table below if their hand, contains a four card or 
more flush.

          FLUSH           ODDS

7 Card

6 Card

5 Card

4 Card

300 to 1

100 to 1

10 to 1

1 to 1

Gambling Problem? Call 1-800-GAMBLER
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NOTES:

 STRAIGHT FLUSH            ODDS

7 Card

6 Card

5 Card

4 Card

3 Card

1000 to 1

500 to 1

100 to 1

75 to 1

7 to 1

STRAIGHT FLUSH BONUS
An optional bonus wager, not played against the 
dealer’s hand, which will pay players according to the 
pay table below if their hand, contains a three card or 
more straight flush.

Maximum payout is $50,000 per player per hand.

If You or Someone You Know Has a Gambling Problem,  
Help is Available. Call 1-800-GAMBLER.
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